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We discuss when two tournaments defined on the same set of n vertices are equivalent under 
a sequence of arc reversals of directed paths or cycks of a t&ted length. The results are 
complete xcept for directed cycles of length n or n - 1 in which case we obtain a general 
sufficient condition. In particular, any two regular tournaments on the same set with at least 21 
vertices are equivalent under a sequence of reversals of directed Hamiltonian cycles. 
1. Intmduction 
Several proofs in tournament heory are conducted by deleting a vertex and 
then applying an induction hypothesis. In this connect&r it is useful that every 
strong (i.e. strongly connected) tournament T of order at least 4 has a vertex v 
such that T - v is strong (see e.g. [l]). Sometimes the removal of a vertex results 
in too much loss of information and one may instead try just to reverse an arc xy 
(i-e. replacing my by yx) or a few arcs. This raises the following general qsnestion: 
Given two tournaments TI and q on the same vertex set. Is it possible to obtain 
G from TI by a sequence of a prescribed type of arc reversals? The first result of 
this type is that of Ryser [4] which answers the question in the affirmative if TI 
and ?; have the same scores and we are allowed to reverse 3-dicycles (i.e. the arc 
sets of directed cycles of length 3). This was motivated by a combinatorial 
problem on matrices. An example of an inductive proof using arc reversals is the 
short proof in [S] of Landau’s theorem on score sequences. An example of an 
unsolved problem on arc reversals is Ad&m’s conjecture that any oriented graph 
which contains at least one directed cycle contains an arc whose reversal 
decreases the number of directed cycles. While this conjecture is false for directed 
graphs in general [7] it is still open for oriented graphs, even for tournaments. 
We consider the following generalization of Ryser’s problem: Let G be an 
oriented graph. Following [8] we define a G-reversal of a tournament T as a 
tournament obtained from T by reversing the arcs of a subdigraph of T 
isomorphic to G. We shall consider the case where G is the dipath Pk with k 
vertices or the dicycle Ck with k vertices. Reid [2] proved that9 for any two 
tournaments T1 and T2 on the same n vctitxs, TI can be transformed into a 
tournament isomorphic to T2 by a sequence of &reversals for each fd k, 
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2 s k s II. Waldrop [9] (see also [3]) proved that, for each natural number k 3 2, 
there exists a smallest natural number f(k) s gk - 27 such that the following 
holds: If G and & are strong tournaments on the same n vertices, 12 zf(k), and 
each vertex has the same score in TI and in T2, then TI can be transformed into a 
tournament isomorphic to T2 by a sequence of &-reversals. In this paper we use 
results in [6] to strengthen these results. We extend the results in [2] by 
transforming TI into T2 (and not just a tournament isomorphic to T2) provided an 
obvious additional parity condition is imposed on TI and T2. We also show that 
f(k) = k + 1 or k + 2 and we consider the problem of Ck-reversals for k = n or 
n - 1. In particular, if & and q are regular tournaments on the same set of n 
vertices, where n 3 21, then TI can be transformed into Tz by a sequence of 
C,-reversals. 
2. Terminology andl 
The terminology and notation is the same as in [l, 61, except hat a directed 
path or cyyclc are here called &path and &yck, respectively. If T is a tournament 
which is not strong, then we denote by T,, T,, . . . , Tk r;hls trong components of T 
such that all vertices of F dominate all vertices of I;- whenever i <j. TI ared T-, zre 
the initkl and terminal components, respectively. An arc from x to y is denoted 
by xy while an undirected edge between x and y is denoted by (x, y) and (y, x). If 
G is an oriented graph, then E(G) denotes the arc set of G, and GE” denotes the 
reverse of G, i.e. the oriented graph obtained by reversing all arcs of G. The 
number of arcs leaving the vertex  is called the score of X. If T k a tournament, 
then we denote by H(T) the graph whose vertex set is V(T), and (x, y) is an 
edge of H(T) if and only if T has a Hamiltonian dipath from x to y or from y to X. 
We shall use the following results of [6]. (Ti and T$ denote the tournaments on 
six vertices indicated in [6, Fig. 21). 
Theorem 2.1. Let x, y be dktinct vertices of a strong tournament T. 
0 a 
(b) 
0 C 
As 
T has a Hamiltonian dipath between x and y uniTess T is isomorphic to Ti or 
sr”6 or precisely one of T - x, T - 1~ J (say the fo#rmer) ik not strong, and y is in 
ran intermediate cormpofient of T -x. 
l’f z is a third vertex of T, then T has a Hamiltonian dipath between some two 
vertices in {x, y, 2 1. 
If T is ii-connected, then T has a Hami !tonian dipath froti x to y and one from 
y to x. 
pointed out in [6], Theorem 2.1(b) implies the result of EL Gr@nbaum that 
every tournament T has a Mamiltonian dipath which is not 
amiltonian bicycle unless T is the 3-dicycle or the tournament 
contained 
consisting 
in a 
of a 
5=dic@e zlzzz3z42521 andthe dipaths z1 2 4 z 2 z 5, z1z3z5. This implies immediately 
the following: 
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Lemma 2.2. Every tournament with at least 4 vertices contains a Hamiltonian 
dipath whose reversal results in a strong tournament. 
hf. If a Hamiltonian dipath is not contained in a Hamiltonian dicycle, then its 
reverse is. So it is suEcient to verify Lemma 2.2 for the above-mentioned 
tournament of order 5. The Hamiltonian dipath zi&zjz& has the desired 
property. 0 
Theorem 2.1(a) implies the following as pointed out in [6]. 
Lemma 2.3. If x and y are vertices connected by a dipath of !ength k in a 
tournament T, then for each natural number m, 3 s m e k, x and y are connected 
by a dipath of length m in T. 
We shall use the following properties of H(T). 
Theorem 2,4. Let T be a strong tournament. Then 
(a) H(T) has a Hamiltonian cycle; 
(b) H(T) has no three independent veruces; 
(c) if x and y are nonadjacent vertices of H(T) and IV(T)1 2 5, then H(T) has a 
path of length 3 from x to y. 
Pro&. A Hamiltonian dicycle in T clearly gives a Hamiltonian cycle in H(T). 
This proves (a). Theorem 2.1(b) implies Theorem 2.4(b). To prove (c) we first 
observe that any two vertices are joined by a path of length 3 u iV(Tjj ] 2 3, by 
(a). Among all paths between x and y of length 33 we consider one, say 
x1x2 l l l x&, of smallest length. We claim that k = 4. For, if k * 5, tien (b) implies 
that H(T) contains one of the edges (xi, x3), (x3, xk). Then H(T) contains one of 
the paths x1x3 l l l xk, XIX~X~X~ which has length at least 3 but less than k - 1. This 
contradiction proves (c). Cl 
If TI and & are tourn&ments on the same vertex set V, tien the difference graph 
D( T,, T2) is the graph w%h vertex set V whose edges are those pairs (x, y) such 
that one of T,, & contains xy and the other contains yx. If Ti is obtained from TI 
by reversing an even number of arcs, then 
IE(D(T;, %))I = iE(D(% &)I (mod 2). 
Hence this congruence relation also holds when T; is obtained from Ti by a 
sequence of G-reversal where G is an oriented graph with an even number of 
edges. So we have: 
;dem 2.5. If T2 can be obtained from Ti by a sequence of G-reversals, where 
(E(G)! is even3 then JE(D(c, ;pZ))l is even. 
Finally, we need the following basic result: 
Lerrmnra 2.6. Let T,, T2 be strong tournaments on the same vertex W. Assume that 
IV(&)1 3 4. Then there exists a sequence T& T;, . . . , T; of strong tournaments 
such that T&= a,, TL = Gi and Ti is obtained from T:_, by reversing an arc of 
E(WE(T2). 
proof. It is sufficient to show that we can reverse an arc a in E(Zi)\E(q) such 
that TI is transformed into a strong tournament T;. (We then just repeat he 
argument with Ti instead of Tl). Let C :x1x2 . l l x,,xl be a Ikmiitonian dicycle of 
T1. Any arc of E(TI)\E(T2) which is not in C can play the role of a. So assume 
+hat E(TI)\E(T2) s E(C). In particular, Tl and T2 agree on all chords of C. We 
claim that C has a vertex z such that the arc of C leaving z is in E( Tl)\E(*Q and 
such that some chord of C leaves z. This is clear if E(T,jW(q) = E(C) (because 
IV(T,)I 3 4). If E(T,)\E(Q # E(C), then z can be any vertex such that the arc of 
C entering z is in E(q) n E(c) and the arc of C leaving z is in E(T,)\E(Q. (We 
use here the fact that T2 is strong). 
Assume that the notation is such that z =x,. Let k be the smallest number such 
that q -x,x1 has a dipath from x,, to xk. By the definition of z, k < n. If k = 1, 
then & - xnxl is strong and so xnxl can play the role of 1~. So assume that k 3 2. 
Thus, by the definition Of k, the only arc from {& &+l, . . . , x,) to 
1 Xl, x2, . . . . x&l} in Tl is x,x1. But9 by definition of z, x1x,, is an arc of Z& 
However, since 5 is strong and Tl and G agree on all chords of C, x&-l is an 
arc of T2. In other words, x k_1& is in E(TI)\E(T2J If A 3 3, then x&l dominates 
x, in Tl (and T2) and now the arc &-l& followed by a dipath in Tl -&x1 to & is 
a dipath from x k-1 to xk which does not contain &_lq. (If k = 2, then we use 
instead the arc x x 1 n_l in TI (and T2) followed by a Qi~ath in Tl - x,x1 to x2.) 
Hence Tl -x~_~x~ is strong and so x k-l+ can play the role of a. This completes 
the proof. Cl 
reversals 
If T is a strong tournament and x is a vertex of T such that T -x fs %rGng, &err 
a distinguished arc reversal at x is a reversal of two arcs both entering or leaving x
such that the resulting tournament is also strong. The results on path reversals (in 
particular Hamiltonian dipath reversals) in this section follow from the following 
result on distinguished arc reversals. 
Let T,, T2 be strong tournaments on the same vertex set. Assume 
6. Then G can be obtained from Ti by a sequence of dtitingukhed 
arc reversals if and only if 1 E( (qp Q)l is even. 
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mof. The ‘&only if’ part follows from an obvious extension of Lemma 2.5. We 
now prove the “if part”. Let x be a vertex of T2 such that T2 -x is strong. We 
consider first the case where also TI -x is strong. By Lemma 2.6, there exists a 
sequence T& Ti, . . . , T; of strong tournaments uch that Th = TI - X, ri z 
G--x and Ti is obtained from Ti_, by reversing an arc of E(& -x)\E(T,-x). 
We shall use these arc reversals to describe a sequence of distinguished arc 
reversals which transforms Tl into a strong tournament Ti such that T;: -x = 
c - x. In order to prove this it is sufficient o describe a sequence of distinguished 
arc reversals transforming T1 into Ty such that Tr -x = T;. (We then repeat the 
argument with 1 Wy instead of Tl.) Let uv be the arc of TA = Tl - x such that 
Ti = (T& - uv) U {vu}. We now choose any vertex w (respectively t) in the initial 
(respectively terminal) component of TA - u. A sequence of distinguished arc 
reversals at x transforms Ti into a tournament T’: containing the arcs UK, ZX, XW. 
(Since Tl - x is strong the only thing we have to check when we reverse two arcs 
incident with x is that some arc still enters x and some arc still leaves X. Should 
this not be the case, then we first reverSe some other two arcs. Since there are at 
least 5 arcs incident with x we can do this. The straightforward etails are left for 
the reader.) Note that T’f -x = Tl - x. T’f - u is strong. The reversal of {ILV, EX) 
in T’f is therefore distinguished and transforms T’f into the desired Ti. (Note that 
Ti is strong because 11~ has positive score in Ti and hence also in Ta. 
We have shown that a sequence of distinguished arc ;?versals transforms q 
into T{ such that Ti - x = & - x. Since (E(D(T{, &))I is even, a sequence of 
distinguished arc reversals at x transforms T{ into G. 
We consider next the case where Tl -x has precisely two componentti, szy the 
initial component Q, and the terminal component Q2. Without loss of generality 
we can assume that IV(Q1)l 2 3. Since T and Q1 are strong, Q, has a IIamiltonian 
dicycle zlz2 . . l zmzl such that x dominates z3,. Then T1 - zl is strong. We consider 
the following distinguished arc reversals. If zl dominates x we reverse { zlx, ziu} 
where u is any vertex of Q2. If x dominates zl, we Grst reverse {xzl, z,zl} and 
then {zlt,, ziu}. In this way we transform Tl into a strong tournament which will 
remain strong after deleting n. We can then apply the previous case to transform 
Tl into T2 by a sequence of distinguished arc reversals. (Note that the parity 
condition is still satisfied by the remark preceding Lemma 2.5.) 
Consider finally the case where T 0-x has the strong components 
QI, Q 2, . . . , Qq where 4 2 3. Without loss of generality we can assume that 
IVCQ2Il+ l . l + IV(QJ 2 4 for otherwise we consider (Ty, Tr) instead of 
( T1, T& We can assume that x is dominated by some vertex u of Q2 (for 
otherwise we can obtain this by a sequence of distinguished reversals at x). Let IJ 
be any vertex of Qq. Clearly, T, - u is strong and hence the reversal of {ux, UV} is 
distinguished and transforms Tl into a tournament in which the removal of x 
leaves precisely two components with vertex sets V(Q1) and I U l l l . U 
V(Q,), respectively. By the previous case, T1 can be transformed into G by a 
sequence of distinguished arc reversEls. This completes the proof. Cl 
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We say that a distinguished arc reversal of {xyl, xy2) or {ylx, y2x} in T is very 
distinguished if T - x has a Hamiltonian dipath connecting yl and y2. Theorem 3.1 
has the following extension: 
Theorem 3.2. If q and & are strong tournaments on the! same vertex set, 
IV(q)J 3 6, then q can be obtained from q by a sequence of very distinguished 
arc reversa&s if and only #- lE(D(T,, T2))] ih even. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1 it is sufficient to prove that a distinguished arc reversal of 
say {xyl, xy2} in Tr can be obtained by a sequence of very distinguished arc 
reversals. If (yl, y2) is in H(Tt -x) there is nothing to prove. Qtherwk ‘Theorem 
2,4(c) implies that H(& -x) has a path ylzlz2y2. If x dominates both zl and z2 
then the reversal of {xyl, xy2) is the result of the very distinguished reversals of 
the arc sets {xy,, xzl}, {xz2, xyz}, {zlx, 22x). If x is dominated by both zl and z2 
then we perform the very distinguished arc reversals of {zlx, QX}, {xy,, XZJ, 
{XG, xyz}. Finally, if x dominates precisely one of zl, % (say zl), then we perform 
the very distinguished arc reversals of {xy,, xzl}, {zlx, z2x), {xz2, xy2}. This 
mmpletes the proof. Cl . 
Theorem 3.3. Let q, & 
natural number such that 
be tournaments on rhe same vertex set and let k be a 
6~ k sn = )V(T,)( = /V(Ql . 
Then T2 can be obtained porn c by a sequence of Pk reversals if and only if not 
both of k and IE(D(T,, q))) are odd. 
The “only if9 part folloiis from Lemma 2.5. We prove the “if part” for any fixed 
k 3 6 by induction on n. 
Consider first the case n = k. Without loss of generality we can assume that z 
is strong uUw VbIlcr+~~- &m*P n&- r;cm ‘we just reverse any Hamiltonian dipath in T,. Similarly, 
we can assume that G is strong. We can assume that IE(D(q, %))I is even. For if 
this is not the case, then k is even. By Lemma 2.2, q has a Hamiltonian dipath 
whose reversal results in a strong tournament. If we consider that instead of Tl 
the above difference graph has an even number of edges. (This follows from the 
remark preceding Lemma 2.5 since the above reversal may be thought of as the 
reversal of an even number of arcs followed by the reversal of 2 singk mc.) 
By Theorem 3.2, 5 can be obtained from T1 by a sequence of very 
distinguished arc reversals. Consider one such arc reversal of say {xy, , xyz). If we 
delete x from the tournament on which the reversal is performed, there is a 
amiltonian dipath ~122 l l l 2, -i W!IS~ j;l= zl, j;z = Z,a _ 1. The WYXS~ of 
1, xy2} is now the result of the two &reversals of xzlz2* l •z,,_~ and 
XZ,_~Z*_2~ l l zl , respectively. 
consider next the case n > k. It is sulkiest to consider the case where 
lE(QDZ(G)] = 1 (when k is even) or IE(T&Z(T,)] = 2 (when k is odd) since we 
can just repeat he argument. In any case we can choose avertex  which is not 
incident with any arc of E(T*)\E(T,). We then apply the induction hypothesis to 
iiaiiSftXlIl Tl- XI into T2 -x by 3 sequence of Pk reversals. 0 
The parity condition in Theorems 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 on the difference graph 
D(T1, T*) may be omitted if we only wish to transform Tl into a tournament 
isomorphic to T2. To see this, we select wo vertices u, tf of T2 and denote by T;1 
the tournament such that the transposition of u and v is an isomorphism of Tz 
onto T& Clearly (E(D(T,, T;l))l is odd. More precisely, IE(D(T*, Ti))I = 2(a + 
b) + 1 where a (respectively b) denotes the number of vertices that both 
dominate v (respectively are dominated by V) and are dominated by u 
(respectively dominate u), and 1 counts the arc between u and V. Nence 
IWUL m is even when IE(D(Tl, Tz))l is odd. So, in Theorems 3.1,3.2,3.3, 
z can be transformed into either 5 or Ti when the parity condition is omitted. 
In particular, we get Reid’s reversal result [2]. 
Theorem 3.4. If Tl and T2 are toumameni;s on tiw same vertex set and k is a 
natural number, 2 s k s IV(T,)I, then Tl can be transfomed into a tournament 
isomophic to Tz by a sequence of Pk-reversals. 
Theorem 3.3 implies Theorem 3.4 only for k a 6. In order to complete the proof, 
it is sufficient to verify Theorem 3.4 for k = IV( Tl)I s 5. This is an easy exercise 
which is essentially carried out in [2, Proposition 3.61. In fact, also Theorem 3.3 
holds for all k, n such that 2 s k s n. This m be verified quickly for all cases 
except (possibly) for k = n = 5. 
4. S-cycle ami 4-cycle reversals 
An obvious necessary condition for a pair of tournaments (Tl, q) on the same 
vertex set to be equivalent under Ck_aeversals (in the sense that Tr can be 
transformed into Tz by a sequence of C&-reversals) i  that each vertex of T1 has 
the same score in T1 and T2. More precisely, for each vertex v, the score of v in T1 
equals the score of v in T2. In the next section we show that this condition 
(combined with the parity cc?ndition  D(Zi, G)) is sufficient when q and G are 
strong and have order ak + 2. The proof is based on a result of this section on 
4cycle reversals. 
We shall make use of the observation that the condition on the scores implies 
that Tl and T2 have the same components. More precisely, the vertex set of any 
component in T1 is also the vertex set of a component in Tz. is is an immediate 
consequence of Ryser’s theorem, but it also follows from the observation that the 
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number of arcs leaving a set of k vertices is the sum of scores of these vertices 
minus (5). From this follows that Tl and Tz have the same arc-connectivity. 
If the arc-connectivity is zero, then the terminal component is induced by the 
unique minimal vertex set with no edges leaving it. So this vertex set A is the 
same in Tl and T2. By the same argument he vertex set which induces the 
terminal component of Tl -A also induces the terminal component in T2 -A. 
Repeating this argument we conclude that V(q) and V(G) have the same 
partitions into strong components. 
We begin with a generalization of Ryser’s theorem on @eversals which 
implies Waldrop’s theorem [9] on Cd-reversals and which will be used in the 
general result on Ck-reversals. The referee has informed the author that Theorem 
. 4.1 below is implicit in [9] and that Theorem 4.2 is a speciai case of [9, Theorem 
l.U(ii)]. 
Theorem 4.1. I’f q and T2 are strong tournaments on the same vertex set such that 
all vertices have the same scores in & and &, then there exists a sequence of 
&-reversals transforming q into G such that any two consesutive 3.dicycles that 
are reversed have at least one vertex in common. 
Proof. We first show Ryser’s theorem that & can be obtained from T1 by a 
sequence of C$reversals. The subgraph of TI consisting of the arcs corresponding 
to E(D(Ti, Tz)) is an oriented graph in which every vertex has the same number 
of arcs leaving and entering it. Hence D(Tl, T2) can be decomposed into cycles 
which are dicycles in TI. So it is sufficient o show (by induction on k) that any 
&-reversal can be obtained by a sequence of C3 Put -0awersals. Consider therefore a 
C&X&’ l l xfll in TI. l’he reversa! of this Ck in G can be obtained by a 
&reversal and a Ck_ I-reversal, namely the reversal of ~1x2~3~1 and 
x1x3x4 l - l xgl. (The order in which these reversals are performed epends on the 
arc between x1 and x3). Ryser’s result now follows by applying the induction 
hypothesis to the Ck+ 
Now suppose there are two consecutive C{s & : ~1~2x3~1 and $ :yly2y3yl in the 
sequence of C3-reversals that are disjoint. Let T; be the tournament TI has been 
transformed into just before the reversal of & If not all nine arcs between & and 
$ have the San= +--AZ-- J- L~l~~~~~~~ in r;, then we can assume that T; contains the dipath 
Xl YlX2* Now we insert !?le reversals of x2x1 y1x2 and x2yIx1x2 between the 
reversals of & and $ respectively. If all arcs between & and $ have the same 
direction in T;, say from & to &, then we consider a shortest dipath from & to & 
say x1w2 * l ‘2, yl where m 3 1. Now we insert between & and & the reversals of 
xlw2x1, xl~2~lx19 w223& w322z1, . . . 9 ~m-lzmylzm-19 ~m-ly&zm-l- If we 
perform such an insertion of additional C3-reversals for any two consecutive 
disjoint C3’s in the sequence, we obtain the desired sequence of C3-reversals. c1 
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Tkorem 4.2. If Tl and T2 are tournaments on the same vertex set, then Tl can be 
transformed into T2 by a sequence of Cgeversals if and only if each vertex has the 
same score in F. and c, and IE(D(T;, Ti))I is even whenever T; is a strong 
component of T,, and Ti is the subtoumament of q induced by V( T;). 
Proof. The “only if’ part follows from Lemma 2.5 and the first remark of this 
section. It is sufficient to prove the “if” part for strong tournaments by the 
remark preceding I’heorem 4. I. So we can assume that T2 can be obtained from 
Tl by a sequence of Cs-reversals uch that any two consecutive 3-dicycles in the 
sequence have at least one vertex in common. The number of Csoreversals must 
be even since IE(D(T,, %))I is even. So it is sufficient o consider the case where 
G is obtained from T1 by the reversal of two 3-dicycles in the sequence, with at 
least one vertex in common, say ~1x2~3~1 and yly2yByl. If {x1,x2, x3} = 
{Yl, Y29 Y3h then & = G and there is nothing to prove. If {x1, x2} = { yl, y2} and 
x3 #y3, then T2 is obtained from Tl by reversing the 4dicycle xly3x2x3xI. So 
assume that 1(x1, x2, x3} f? (yl, y2, y3}1 = 1, say xl =yle Since the two 30dicycles 
in the sequence are arc-disjoint, the order in which they are reversed is 
immaterial and hence we can assume without loss of generality that x2 dominates 
y2 (in q and Q. Now T2 is obtained from Tl by the reversal of the 4dicycles 
xlx2y2y3h ~ly2~2~3~1- Cl 
The assumptions on 5 and G in Theorem 4.2 (excepr the parity condition) 
imply that a tournament isomorpl+ii;: to T2 can be obtained from Tl by a sequence 
of Cd-reversals. This result (which was posed as a problem in [S] and so1vr.d in 19, 
Theorem l.S.l]) follows immediately from Theorem 4.2. It is sufficient to 
consider the case where T1 and T2 are strong. Then the score sequence of T2 is not 
61 Y...V n - 1, and hence G has two vertices u and v of the same score. Now the 
result follows by the remark preceding Theorem 3.4. 
5. Ck-reversals 
We say that a 4-&ey& in a tournament T has property p& if two of its opposite 
vertices can be connected by a dipath of length k which does not contain any 
other vertex of the Cs. In other words, the notation can be chosen such that the 
4dicycle is x1x2x3x4x1 and T - (x2, x4} has a dipath z+z2= l l z& where z. = xl 
and z& = x3. By Lemma 2.3, a 4dicycle with property p& also has pro@y _IP= for 
each m, 3 6 m S k. The key idea in the result on C&-reversals i the next lemma. 
If T2 is a tournament obtained from Tl by reversing the arcs of Q 
4dicycle having property p&, then T2 can be obtained from c by two &.2- 
reversals. 
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Proof. With the notation in the definition of pk, the reversal of x1x2x3x4q is 
obtained by reversing first z& l . . zf14zo and then z&-l l . . zf12zk. a 
Next we strengthen Lemma 5.1. 
hnma 5.2. If 5 is obtained porn q by a &+2+eversal (k 9 3), then q can be 
obtained from Tl by a sequence of &reversai& 
Proof. If k = 3 or 4, then Lemma 5.2 follows from Theorem 4.1 and 4.2, so 
assume that k 3 5. Let the Ck+2 in Tl be x1x2* 0 ‘&+2x1 (where the indices are 
expressed modulo k + 2). We can assume that V(Tl) = {xl, x2, l l l , xk+2}. 
Suppose first that & has an zuc Xi+sXi* Then the Ck+2=reversal in Tl can be 
obtained by the reversal of XiXi+lxi+2Xi+3Xi followed by XiXi+3Xi+4' l OXi. If the 
Bdicycle xx x i i+l i+zXi+sXi has property p,,, for some m 3 k - 2, then we have 
finished by Lemma 5.1 and the remark preceding it. So we can assume that none 
of the paths xi+sxi+d l l l Xi_2Xi+l or Xi+3 l l ‘xi-lXi+l are dipaths in Tl. In other 
words, Xi+1 dominates Xi-1 and Xi-2. Similarly, Xi+2 is dominated by Xi+4 and xi+s. 
If Xi+3 dominates xi+6, then the Ck+2greversal i  obtained by first reversing the 
CA-dicycle: Xi+$i+&+7'm -Xi+3 and then the 4-dicycle Xi+3Xi+4Xi+5Xi+Gi+3 which 
has property p&J_ because of the arc Xi+dXi+z. EIence we can assume that xi+6 
dominates Xi+3. Repeating the arguments above for i + 3 instead of i we conclude 
that Xi+& dominates gi+l l Summarizing, the assumption that Xi+3 dominates xi
implies that Xi+4 dominates xi+1 and v *i+2* Hence xj+3 dominates xi and xi+1 for 
each j. NOW it is easy to see that Tl - (Iti, X,+2} has a Hamiltonian dipath of the 
form Xi+lXi-1Xi-~i-2Xi-4. . . from Xi+1 to xi+3. This implies that X~i+lXi+2Xi+3Xi 
has property pk__l and the proof is completed in the case where Tl has an arc 
Xi+3& 
so we can assume that Tl contains all arcs XiXi+B. The ck+2-revemal is then 
obtained by first reversing the Ck: Xgi+3 l l *Xi and then the C4: XiXi+lXi+2Xi+3Xie If 
the latter has property p&l we have finished, so we can assume that Xi-1 
dominates xi+1 . So xi dominates xi+2 and ;ij+3 for all j. But then the above C4 has 
property Pk--90 This is shown by a dipath of the form 
Xi+2Xi+4Xi+&+SXi+7 ’ l ‘Xi* q 
Now we are ready for the crucial lemma. 
5.3. If q, 5 are strong tournaments on the same vertex set such that 
IV(qji = IV(T,)I = k + 2 3 5 and q is obtained porn a,, by reversing a 4-dicycle 
x1x2x3x4x1 in Tl, then T2 can be obtained from Tl by a sequence Of &reversals. 
f k=3, then mma 5.3 follows from Theorem 4.1, and if k = 4, then 
mma 5.3 is obvious. So assume that k 3 5. y hnlma 5.1,5.2, it is suff&nf: to 
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prove that Tz can be obtained by a sequence of arc reversals each of which is a 
&reversal or a C k+z-reversal or a C4-reversal where the Cd ha.,3 property pm for 
somemak - 2. Let T’ = c - {xl, x29 xg, x4}. 
Consider first the case where T’ is strong. If each of x1, x3 domhteS SOme 
vertex of T’ and is dominated by some vertex of T’, then Thaxem 244 impties 
tht T - (~2, ~4) has a Hamiltonian dipath connecting x1 and x3 or a &path of 
length 4 connecting x1 and x3 (in case T - {x2, x4} is isomorphic to T; or Fe). 
Then xlx2-whxl has property pk+ or pk-2 and the proof is complete by the first 
remark of the proof. So, we can assume that x1 dominates all vertices of T’. Let 
YlY2 l * ‘yk_2yl be a Hamiltonian dicycle of T’. If x3 is dominated by some vertex 
of T’, say yl, then the dipath XI ~2~3 l * l yk-2ylX3 shows that ~1~2~3x4~1 has 
property pk_l. SO assume that x3 dominates ah vertices of T’. Since Tl is strong, 
there is an arc from T’ to {x1, x2, x3, x4}. We can choose the notation such that 
yEE_2x2 is in q. NOW & is obtained from Ti by first reversing the 
ck+2:x2x3x4xlyly2 l l 'yk-2x2 and then the Ck:x1x2yk_2yk_3’ l l ylxl. Thb m@- 
etes the proof in the case where T’ is strong. 
Assume next that T’ is not strong. Let Q1, Q2’ . . . , Q,” (m 3 2) be the 
components of T’ such that all vertices of Qi dominate all vertices of Qj when 
1 s i <j s m. Since q is strong, there are arcs x,u and VX’, where u E V(Q%) and 
v E V(Q,). Then T’ has a Hamiltonian dipath from u to tt. If X~U and Rex’ can be 
chosen such that {s, t} = {1,3} or {2,4}, then xlx2x3x~xI has property pk__l in 
which case the proof is compete. If x,u and VX’ can be chosen such that s #a and 
{E~ t) f: 11,3), {s, t) + {2,4], then X~ and x, are consecutive on ~1~2~3x4~1 and 
we obtain T2 from Ti by a &-reversal and a Ck+2 ,*~vP~~~ qs ;+r &P ease where T’ Arrrruul LI - .I._ “___ -1 
is strong. So, we can assume that s - t = 1 and that x2, x3, x4 dominate all vertices 
of Q”’ and are dominated by all vertices of Q1. 
We consider now the subcase where T’ has at least one intermediate 
component, i.e. m 3 3. Let z E V(Q2). We claim that the 4dicycle S ixl~zerxl has 
property pk-2. To prove this we first observe that T’ -z has a Hamiltonian 
dipath P from u to V. Since x2 is dominated by u and dominates V, some arc of P 
can be replaced by a dipath of length 2 including x2 resulting in a U-V dipath P’ 
of length k - 3. By the same argument, P’ can be modified into a U-V dipath of 
length k - 2 with vertex set V(P) lJ {x2, x3}. This shows that s has property pk-2e 
Now let Ti and Ti be obtained from Tl and Z& respectively, by reversing s. Since 
T; - {x1, x2, x3, x4} is strong, the first case of this proof shows that Ta can be 
obtained from Ti by a sequence of Ck-reversals. By Lemma 5.1, Tz cdn be 
obtained from Tl by a sequence of Ck-reversals. So we have completed the proof 
if m = 1 or MZ 2 3, and only the case m = 2 remains. 
We consider the subcase m = 2. Since k 2 5, IV(G)1 27 and IV(QJ + 
IV(Q2)I a 3. We can without loss of generality assume that IV(QJl > 1. Let 
YlY2 . l l yqyl be a Hamiltonian dicycle of Q1 such that yl= U. Let S’ be the 
4dicycle x1 yl y2vxl. Since 4 z 3, G - V(S’) has at least hree components (with 
x2, x3, x4 belonging to the intermediate components). y the previous sub==, 
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the tournament Ti obtained from K by reversing S’ can be obtained from r by a 
sequence ofCk-reversals when i = 1 or 2. Since Ty - {x1, x2, x3, x4} is strong, the 
first case of this proof shows th at Tz can be obtained from Ty by a sequence of 
Ck-reversals. Hence G can be obtained from TI by a sequence of Ck-reversals, 
This compfetes the proof. Cl 
Theorem 5.4. Let TI and T2 be strong tournaments on the same set of n vertices 
and let k be a natural number such that 3 % k % n - 2. Thee T2 can be obtained 
from q by a sequence of &-reversals if and only if 
(i) all vertices have the same score in q and G and 
(ii) ifk is even, then )E(D(T,, &))I is even. 
wwrf, The “only if” part follows from Lemma 2.5. Assume now that (i) and (ii) 
hold. We can assume that IE(D(& G))l is even. For otherwise k is odd, and we 
reverse a (1, in Tt and consider the resulting tournament instead of Tie By 
Theorem 4.2, it is sufkient to consider the case where G is obtained from q by 
reversing a C~:X~X~X~X~XI. We can also assume that n 3 k + 2 a 7. (For, if k = 3 
or 4 we just apply Theorem 4.1 and 4.2). A standard argument (see [l]) shows 
that a strong subtournament T’ of a tournament T can be extended to a strong 
tournament T”s T with m vertices for each m = IV(T’)I +2, IV(T’)I + 
3 , . . . , (V(T)(. So, q has a strong subtournament T; on k f 2 vertices containing 
(x1, x2, x3, x4}. Let Ti be the corresponding subtournament of T2. By Lemma 
5.3, Ti canal be obtained from T; by a sequence of Ck-reversals. 0 
Theorem 5.4 gives no information about he cases k = n - 1, k = n. I believe that 
Theorem 5.4 remains valid also for k = n - I (except perhaps for a few small 
values of n) and that a tedious extension of the methods of this section will prove 
that. By Lemma 5.1 it would be sufficient to prove the following extension of 
Theorem 4.2. 
Conjecture 5.5, There exists a natural number no satisfying the following: If Ti 
and T2 are strong tournaments on the same set of n 3 no vertices uch that ail 
vertices have the same scores in Ti and G and lE(D(T,, Q)l is even, then & can 
be obtained from 5 by a sequence ofCd-reversals such that each C4 has property 
pn_3 (in the current ournament). 
Theorem 5.4 cannot be extended to the Hamiltonian case as we point out in the 
next section. Also, one can show that no > 5. 
es 
tinsider a tournament T with components Ti, T’& l . = , Tm. Let T’ be a strong 
tournament obtained by reversing an arc from T1 to T,. f we reverse a 
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Hzmilitonian dicycle in T’, then the resulting tournament T” has precisely one arc 
from V(q+l) to V(z) for k’ = I, 2, . . l , m - 1 and no other arc from V(T) to 
v(q) when i >j. So, if we reverse a)ii.a~tOnian dicycle in Tit, &en the resulting 
tournament has one arc from Y(T,,) to V(T,) and no other arc from V(zj to 
V(q) when i > j. Hence a sequence of C’-reversals (n = IV(T’)I) will never 
reverse an arc from V(F) to V(I;-) when 16 i s j - 2 s m - 2. So, if we reverse a
dicycle in T’ containing such an arc we obtain a tournament which cannot be 
obtained from T’ by a sequence ofC,,-reversals although it has the same scores as 
T’. Similar examples were discussed by Waldrop [9]. Note that all vertices in T’ 
may have large scores (and indegrees) and T’ may have many Hamiltonian 
dicycles. But the arc-connectivity of T’ is only 1, so perhaps ome positive results 
on C,-reversals can be obtained for &arc-connected tournaments. 
We shah here impose a stronger connecivity condition. We say that a 
tournament has a forcMy k-connected score sequence if every tournament with 
that score sequence is k-connected. 
Theorem 6.1. If TI has a forcibly Ronnected score sequence and & is a 
tournament on the same vertex set as TI and with the same scores such that 
IW(L T2))I is even, then T2 can be obtained from TI by a sequence of 
C,-reversals where n = IV(T,)I. 
Fro&. We first claim that T2 can be obtained from TI by a sequence of arc 
reversals where each operation in the sequence is the reversal of two 3-dicycies 
having precisely one vertex in ~~~mn~ 11 -UIIlfiuU. By Tht3OiSiZ 4.2 2 %su&hit to consider 
the case where T2 is obtained from TI by reversing a C~:X~X~X~X~~. Assume 
without loss of generality that x2 dominates x4. Since TI - {xl, x2, x3) is strong it 
has a C~:X~Z&. NOW T2 is obtained from & by first reversing ~1~2~4x1 and 
x4uvx4 and then reversing x4ux4 and x&x3x& This proves the claim. 
By the claim, it is now sufficient to consider the case where T2 is obtained from 
5 by reversing two 3-dicycles xyz and XUVX. Assume without loss of generality 
that v dominates z. Since c - {x, z, v} is 4-connected it has, by Theorem 2.1(c), 
a Hamiltonian dipath wlwz= l . w,_~ where wl = y and w,-~ = u. Now T2 is 
obtained from TI by the two C,-reversals: ZXW~ l l l pir,_3vz and 
yzvxwn-3’ l l WI. cl 
[6, Lemma 4.?] says that a tournament on n vertices has a forcibly k-connected 
score sequence if all vertices have score at least &I P 3k - 2) and at m-t 
a(3n - 3k - 2). So, Theorem 6.1 applies to such tournaments when k = 7. In 
particular, it applies to all regular tournaments with at least 21 vertices. As in the 
case of Cd-reversals, Theorems 5.4 and 6.1 are valid without he parity con&ion 
if we only wish to transform Tt into a tournament isomorphic (and not equal) to 
G. Also, Theorem 6.1 implies a resu::Li onCfl_I-E *eversals for forcibly g-connected 
tournaments. Waldrop [9, ‘Theorem 1. the following: t TI and T2 bc 
tournaments on the same n vertices an score sequence. Sup 
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that the difference between any ISVO scores is at most $(a - IO). Then a copy of T2 
can be obtained from Tl by a sequence of &-reversals for k = $4, . . . , n - 1. 
Since Waldrop’s condition implies that the score sequence is forcibly lO- 
connected, Waldrop’s result follows from the results of the present paper. 
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